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The New Moon Regulates the Tree of Life 
Revelation 22:2 

Greek Word for Word Comparison      
 All word studies utilize two or more lexicon sources to ensure accuracy. 

Overt errors in translation and added #9999 words are highlighted in red. 
* Represents a reversal of word order between two words. 

Strong # KJV Bible 
Version 

Greek Strong’s Hebrew    
Definitions 

Thayer’s Greek 
Lexicon 

New Restored 
Text 

Verse 2 
1722 In en a relation to rest; in; at; on; 

while; when; where; under; 
by all means; herein; upon; 
by; about; among; before; 
about; between; through; 
there; give self wholly to; 
that; outwardly; quickly; 
speedily; throughout; 

in; on; at; with; by; among; 
nearby; the soul; nature; in 
the person; in the case of; 
with; in the presence of; 
aided by one; by the 
intervention of agency of 
someone; by means of one; 
in that; to confess in one’s 
case; in; on; at; during; at 
the time of; entering into; 

In 

3319 midst mesos middle; among; between; 
midnight; midday; midst; 
way;  

middle; midnight; in the 
midst of anything; 

the middle 

3588 of the ho the; this; that; one; he; she; it; that; this; the one; the 
other; he who; in order that; 
so that; 

of the 

4133 street platia open square; place; street a broad way; a street; street 
846 of it, autos her; itself; himself; one; the 

other; mine own; said; self 
same; it; yourselves; she; 
that; their; them; there; they; 
these things; this man; those; 
together; very; which; 

self; he; by oneself; him; 
her; she; it; them; 

itself, 

2532 and kai and; also; both; but; even; for; 
if; or; so; that; then; therefore; 
when; 

and; also; likewise; even; 
still; besides; moreover; but 
also; 

is  

3588 of the ho the; this; that; one; he; she; it; that; this; the one; the 
other; he who; in order that; 
so that; 

the 

4215 river, potamoo a current; brook; running 
water; river; stream; water;  

a stream; a river;  river, 

1782 on either ent-yoo-then on both sides; on either side; from this place; hence; and on both 
sides of it 

2532 - 0 - kai and; also; both; but; even; 
for; if; or; so; that; then; 
therefore; when; 

and; also; likewise; even; 
still; besides; moreover; but 
also; 

also 

-1564- side ek-i-then from that place; thence; 
there;  

thence; from that place in that place 

3586 tree xoo-lon timber (as fuel or material; a 
stick; club; tree; staff;  

wood; tree;  is the tree 

2222 of life, zoe life; lifetime;  life; the state of one who is 
possessed of vitality or is 
animate; the absolute 
fullness of life; life real and 
genuine;  

of life, 

4160 which bare poy-eh-o to make; do; abide; agree; 
appoint; be; bear; bring 
(forth); cast out; cause; 
commit; content; continue; 
observe; ordain; provide; 
purpose; put; shoot out; 
spend; take; tarry; yield;  

to make; produce; form; 
fashion; construct; to cause; 
to make ready; to prepare; 
bear; shoot forth; provide; 
acquire; appoint; to do; to 
celebrate; to keep;  

bearing 

1427 twelve do-dek-ah twelve; a dozen twelve twelve 
2590 fruits, kar-pos fruit  fruit fruit 
2596 - 0 - kata down in place or time; about; 

according as; after; among; 
and; at; before; concerning; 

down from; through; 
throughout; against; 
toward; during; about; in 

according to 
the measure of 



pertaining; every; 
particularly; together with;  

reference to; with regards 
to ; as concerning; 
according to; according to 
the measure of; on account 
of; of likeness ; as; like as; 
underneath; under;  

1538 every hekastos each; every; any; both;  each and every; each 
3376 month: men (mane)  a month;  the time of the new moon; New Moon. 
591 yielded apodidomi to give away; give up; over; 

back; deliver; give; render; 
restore; reward; sell; yield;  

to put away by giving; to 
give up; give over; to 
deliver; to give away; to 
deliver; relinquish; to pay 
off; discharge; to give 
back; recompense;  

As a reward, 

3588 - 0 - ho the; this; that; one; he; she; it; that; this; the one; the 
other; he who; in order that; 
so that; 

the 

2590 fruit kar-pos fruit  fruit fruit 
846 her autos her; he; itself; one; the other; 

mine own; said; selfsame; 
yourselves; she; that; their; 
them; there; they; these 
things; this man; those; 
together; very; which; 

self; he; by oneself; him; 
her; she; it; them; 

of it 

2532 and kai and; also; both; but; even; for; 
if; or; so; that; then; therefore; 
when; 

and; also; likewise; even; 
still; besides; moreover; but 
also; 

and likewise, 

3588 the ho the; this; that; one; he; she; it; that; this; the one; the 
other; he who; in order that; 
so that; 

the 

5444 leaves fool-lon a sprout; leaf;  a leaf; leaves 
3588 of the ho the; this; that; one; he; she; it; that; this; the one; the other; 

he who; in order that; so 
that; 

of the 

3586 tree xoo-lon timber (as fuel or material; a 
stick; club; tree; staff;  

wood; tree;  tree, 

1519 for ice   to; into; (indicating the point 
reached or entered); among; 
as; at; before; by; concerning; 
continual; unto; to the intent 
that; of one mind; set at one 
again; throughout; till; to; 
for; until;  

into; to; toward; for; 
among; as far as; even to; 
with respect to; with 
regards to; unto; 

are for 

2322 healing therapeia medical, i.e. cure; healing;  service rendered by anyone 
to another; medical service; 
curing; healing;  

the healing and 
restoration 

3588 of the ho the; this; that; one; he; she; it; that; this; the one; the 
other; he who; in order that; 
so that; 

of the 

1484 nations. ethnos a race; a tribe; a foreign (non-
Jewish) and by implication 
pagan; gentile; heathen; 
nation; people 

a multitude; a company; 
swarm; race; nation; 
foreign nations; pagan; 
Gentiles; 

nations. 

 
 

Verse by Verse Comparison of Revelation 22:2 
 New King James Translation The Creator’s Calendar New Restored 

Interlinear Text 
Verse 2 In the middle of its street, and on either side 

of the river, was the tree of life, which bore 
twelve fruits, each tree yielding its fruit every 
month. The leaves of the tree were for the 
healing of the nations.  

In the middle of the street itself, was the river, 
and on both sides of it also, in that place is the 
tree of life, bearing twelve fruit according to 
the measure of each New Moon.  As a reward, 
the fruit of it and likewise, the leaves of the 
tree, are for the healing and restoration of the 
nations. 
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